Cutting supply
chain costs with
technology
To deliver real savings in the last mile
you need a smarter way of working

A cost-effective supply chain is all about certainty. It’s about knowing for
sure that a part will be where it should be, at the time it’s expected. It saves
your engineers wasted journeys; it stops panic buying and overspending
on stock. And that can lead to some serious savings. The right technology
brings you that certainty. From texts that alert engineers when parts are
ready, to PIN-protected storage en route to customers, it’s never been easier
to use technology to cut the cost of your final mile. See how it’s working for
organisations across the UK.
Steve Maddison
MD, BT Final Mile
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Time. Efficiency. Workforce
management. Keeping the supply
chain running smoothly is never easy.
For many, it’s the hardest part of
running an entire organisation. Each
step of the supply chain is important
in its own right. But they all contribute
to the one thing that every business
needs to control: cost.
The most effective place to make
savings is the last mile. It accounts for
41 per cent of supply chain costs.1 For
companies that rely on their deliveries
arriving on time, this could save
thousands of pounds – if not millions.
But choosing the right technology
can have a huge impact. From cutting
drive times and vehicle wear and
tear to reducing the weight of what
you carry, even little wins can make a
big difference across the board. But
how can technology actually help
businesses make these changes? And
how much of an impact does it really
have on cost?
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Small changes, big results
Across the supply chain, optimisation
plays a key role in reducing costs.
When everything is running as
smoothly as possible, it‘ll drive down
expenses. That might mean putting
important parts and tools closer to
the engineers that need them to
reduce time on the road. Minimising
the number of empty vans moving
around. Or finding the fastest routes
for drivers, so they get to their next
stop sooner. Whatever it is, it can
make a difference to costs.
Managing time is the biggest and
best way to make an impact. But
if you’re trying to hit a two-hour
delivery slot, or deliver something
the day after a customer or engineer
orders it, it’s harder to optimise.
That’s why many companies offer free
delivery with longer lead times, but
customers pay extra if they need an
item the next day.
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When a business knows upfront
where and when they need to
deliver something, it can plan driver
journeys, it can make a proper plan.
It can group deliveries together,
and even pack delivery lorries and
vans more efficiently. That all makes
a difference. And if engineers are
travelling too far to pick up and drop
off their goods, it won’t just reduce
vans more efficiently. That all makes
a difference. And if engineers are
travelling too far to pick up and drop
off their goods, it won’t just reduce
how much work they can do in a day.
It’ll mean more petrol and more
miles on the clock of their vehicles
– pushing up costs in the longer term.
The other major contributor is the
returns supply chain – especially for
business-to-consumer companies.
“For some organisations, 50 per
cent of what they send out is then
returned,” explains Richard Wilding,
Professor of Supply Chain Strategy
at Cranfield University. “So your
biggest supplier becomes your
returns supply chain.”

The power of artificial intelligence
It all comes down to the algorithms. And they’re powered
by artificial intelligence and machine learning. “What
you’re trying to do is optimise the variables within the
algorithm,” says Professor Wilding. “The algorithm is
always looking to meet a particular goal, and they’re always
looking for the best overall ‘score’.”
There may be many parts of the process to think about
– from travel time to inventory. The algorithm will use
these to find the best way of achieving a particular goal.
“But these are learning algorithms,” continues Professor
Wilding. “So it’ll look at how it’s performed over a time and
adjust the variables accordingly. What we’re finding now
is that it might even start changing the equations so it can
achieve the objective more effectively.”
If the business wants the outcome to be lower costs, the
algorithm can suggest different options. It might be that
the most cost-effective solution will lead to a trade-off
in travel time, affecting service quality – unless you can
find ways to keep your customer informed. Making these
changes could also have their own costs, such as buying
new equipment or training staff in new ways of working.
Finding the right balance between these factors is key, and
that’s down to the business to decide.

Business-to-business customers
might also send back old warranty
parts after a replacement, or extra
equipment and tools they didn’t
need for a job. Working out how to
handle returns is an important part of
simplifying your operations.
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See more, save more
“Aside from optimisation algorithms, the
critical thing about technology in the final mile
is transparency,” says Professor Wilding. “For
business customers, you’ve got to make sure you
know where things are. That means you need
to have GPS on that final mile, and real clarity
on when it’s going to arrive. That helps in terms
of serving the customers’ expectations. And by
having that data, you can be more adaptive in
terms of where you want to take things, and how
to ensure that a delivery is taking place. It gives
businesses an opportunity to plan the best route in
that final mile.”
But to improve, it’s really important to understand
the link between time, transparency and trust.
Supply chains are carefully balanced and run
effectively when they can predict behaviour. But
when that behaviour changes, they can’t adapt
easily – and that drives up costs.
“Visibility and transparency are absolutely crucial,”
says Professor Wilding. “Having transparency
builds trust. If you don’t have trust, people start to
do strange things.”
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The expert says we saw this at the
start of the coronavirus outbreak in
March 2020. Consumers, worried
about what might happen to
supermarket shelves in the midst of
a global pandemic, took to their local
shops and cleared out the toilet roll
supplies. In the supply chain, there
were no concerns about a shortage.
Everything was still running on-time,
but once people started panic-buying
lots of rolls in a single visit, demand
soon outstripped supply.
Professor Wilding thinks the
problem was a lack of transparency.
Consumers couldn’t see that there
were no issues with timing in the
supply chain – that toilet rolls would
keep turning up on shelves as
normal – so they panicked. That
led to companies having to ramp up
toilet roll production, bring in more
staff, and flood the supply chain to
meet demand.
In situations like this, when the crisis
dies down and people stop panicbuying, there is usually a surplus.
“That puts a lot of extra costs in the
supply chain,” says Professor
Wilding. “You’ll find that you get
these oscillations. If you have
end-to-end supply chain visibility
that leads to trust.”
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While the pandemic is an
international crisis, supply chains
experience similar surges on a much
smaller scale every day. An engineer
might need a part by Friday, but
they’ll order it for Monday in case
it doesn’t arrive. Or they need 100
items, but they order 120 because
they don’t trust they’ll get them all.
With better supply chain visibility,
those fears wouldn’t be there. It
would build trust.
These three elements – time,
transparency and trust – are
all closely linked. The more we
understand about time, the better the
transparency. And that helps to build
more trust. Bring all these together
and it’s easier to keep costs down

Location, location, location
Today, one easy way to help users
understand timing and improve
transparency is with location
and positioning services. It could
be as simple as giving drivers
smartphones with GPS switched
on. Or guaranteeing a delivery time
and sending messages to engineers
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when their parts arrive at their
pick-up locations, with directions
to help them get there faster. Once
a business has this information, it’s
easier for engineers to work more
efficiently – by bringing the parts they
need closer.
That’s why smart lockers, like those
run by BT Final Mile, can help. The
team has lockers at more than 1,800
locations across the UK. Engineers
are only ever 15 minutes* away from
the nearest one. That means journeys
can be shorter, and because the
drivers get messages when their parts
are ready, they don’t make pointless
trips before what they need has
arrived. Plus, the team can deliver
parts before 8am, so engineers know
that they’ll have what they need for
their day.
This is a perfect example of the link
between time, transparency and
trust. With guaranteed 8am delivery,
and clear directions to where their
parts are, engineers can use their
time more effectively. And because
they can see that they’ll have what
they need, they trust the supply
chain to deliver.
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Optimisations like this have already
helped companies cut costs. EDF
Energy is using Final Mile lockers to
roll out millions of smart meters to
customers across the country. “We
had to move away from the old way
of engineers picking up equipment
– by going to a depot or going to a
wholesaler,” says Jim Poole, EDF
Energy’s Director of Customer
Operations. “The solution we got
from BT was the ability to take all of
the stock in and be able to get that
delivered to the right location. So
it So it was easy for our engineers
to pick it up, then get on and do
their job.”2
Separate research also backs this up.
If businesses routed 30 per cent of
delivery and returns through pickup/drop-off services like Final Mile’s
smart lockers, it could boost the
profit margin by eight per cent.3

The future of the last mile
Technology has huge potential to cut
supply chain costs. But coronavirus
has highlighted its limitations.
“I really think there’s going to be a
drive now to answer the question of
‘how can we make our operations
less dependent on people?’” says
Professor Wilding. “If you’ve got a
highly automated facility that doesn’t
have many people, it’s far more
resilient than our current facilities.”
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This drive for automation could
also help drive efficiency during
normal working. A future driven
by automation has the potential to
change every part of your supply
chain strategy.
“When we talk about smart lockers,
you might have small additive
manufacturing facilities positioned
near the lockers to make certain
components,” says Professor Wilding.
“If an engineer needs a specific part,
it can be 3D-printed in a short lead
time for them, and then picked up.”
This kind of technology could help
speed up delivery, reduce carbon
emissions and reduce the number of
delivery vans on the roads.
Whatever the future holds, it’s clear
that taking control of your supply
chains today is key.
*Terms and conditions apply. See https://www.
finalmilebt.com/terms-and-conditions.html

Appendix
1. https://www.capgemini.com/wpcontent/uploads/2019/01/ReportDigital-%E2%80%93-Last-MileDelivery-Challenge1.pdf
2. https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=189zvAOiBGg
3. https://www.capgemini.com/wpcontent/uploads/2019/01/ReportDigital-%E2%80%93-Last-MileDelivery-Challenge1.pdf
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